EYELASH EXTENSION ENTERS
THE AGE OF COMFORT
The Riche is the first chair on the market specifically designed for eyelash
services. Both guests and cosmeticians will relax into comfort with this
cohesive collection, allowing beauticians to stay focused on their clients
and their procedures. Backed by rigorous testing and exhaustive research,
the Riche will keep eyelash services, beautiful, healthy, and safe.

COMFORT

SAFETY

USABILITY

RICHE EYELASH CHAIR
These intricate services not only bring beautiful eyelashes to guests, but also
benefit cosmeticians and salon owners with menu expansion, client acquisition
and retention, and educational opportunities for beauticians everywhere.
This collection lets customers walk away feeling relaxed and confident while
cosmeticians are able to enjoy clean sight lines, precise, minimal movement,
and optimal comfort for these 90 min or longer procedures.

R E L A X AT I O N FO R A L L
COMFORT FOR CUSTOMERS AND PRACTITIONERS
The Riche chair’s hammock-like design keeps customers cradled in comfort for these
lengthy and detailed services. It also angles them in a perfect position to receive these
services, keeping them safe, too.

Reclines to a
comfortable
position

Contoured pillow that
gently supports the
head and neck

Webbing technology brings
hammock-like comfort

EFFICIENCY
Viewing Angle

Chair, wagon, and stool are all easily within line of sight
for stable operation.

Two Positions

Arm supports with two positions to reduce physical burden.

Riche Wagon

Wagon with elevating and spinning tray for greater efficiency.

Riche Stool

The stool has a low-resistance cushion and lumbar support.

RICHE CHAIR
• Chair’s upright position saves space and allows various
procedures and services
• Leg rest moves independently to allow foot care at the same time
• Side tables allow for practitioner to provide nail services
• A lumbar cushion may be added for extra customer support
• Available in three colors, lumbar cushion and stool will be
upholstered to match the chair

Riche Eyelash Chair

Riche Stool
(Recommended dimension）: 23.62
(Minimum dimension）: 15.75
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Riche Wagon

Tray at highest point
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These installation dimensions are for reference only.

RICHE EYELASH CHAIR

